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We wish to take care of you



blu
Water: conjunction element between earth and

heaven, pure matter par excellence, water has

the power to wash bodies and rectify souls

through christening. Water has a purifying capacity

which renovates itself every morning, when we

look at ourselves in the mirror ”with a cold

splash the eyes asleep can shine again”.

Gaston Bachelard



Instants! Like a thousands of dewdrops.

Instants we can dedicate to our body, each

instant must be a benefit massaging our mood

and our well being. Our wish is to expand these

instants for boosting wellness all life long...



Wellness

More time for yourself, more calm and harmony, get

to a better shape: these are the distinctive elements

of the new concept of wellness. This concept really

is a new life philosophy, like a new richness source

based on psycho-physical balance and aimed to reach

a new vitality.

Wellness is the essential requirement to live better, to

regain the harmony at the base of any form of balance.

Balance starts from rediscovering oneself and grows

through development of synergies between body and

mind.

Wellness is a “Market” strongly and constantly growing

because there is a strong request which arises from

the general research of a better quality of life and

more time for oneself.

In a hotel, a fitness centre or a recreational centre it

is possible to create a space really effective to fight

stress and improve psycho-physical health.

Acqua blu offers items, systems and accessories for

wellness and can help you design and build the

wellness centre more suitable for your needs.

With the know-how they have experienced in the

past years, they are now able to build complete

Wellness Centres, starting with saunas, steam baths

and solariums and arriving to the most innovative

solutions such as caldarium, natural vapour grotto,

ice falls, sudarium, Turkish Hammam and showers

with tropical rains or cold fog.

Acqua blu can take care of a whole project: from the

initial draft to the final project, from the inside furnishing

to final turnkey delivery.



Wellness

JACUZZI POOLS

TURKISH HAMMAM & ROMAN THERMAE

EMOTIONALS SHOWERS & KNEIPP

SAUNAS

WELLNESS CENTRES

 WELLNESS POOLS



JACUZZI POOLS
The most common and basic use of water for

therapeutic purposes is water massage. The therapeutic

action of water massage has been recognized as

painkiller, relaxing, effective against contractures and

against oedema.

Acqua blu supplies hydrotherapic pools and thermal

equipment for beauty centres, spas, physiotherapy

and thermal centres. The range of products includes

professional pools, special pools for limbs treatment,

vascular pools and so on.

Even general health and sports centres (non specialized

in thermal treatments or wellness treatments) can

create one or more areas dedicated to water massage

with single or collective pools which can be chosen

among a wide range of solutions. Acqua Blu can give

you advice in the choice of the equipment most

suitable to your needs.

Acqua blu can also supply a wide range of products

for household use, such as self-bearing water massage

pools with wood covering, available in different sizes,

both for inside and outside use.
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TURKISH HAMMAM

A custom which comes from history and captivate

people by different cultures. It traces its origins

from middle-eastern countries but it is deep-

rooted into the Greek-Roman world.

STEAM BATH

The steam bath is also called Turkish Hammam and

is a “purifing rite” such as sauna. For this bath a very

wet air is used, to help toxins expulsion through the

skin. Steam bath is perfect to fight stress and to give

beauty and wellness to your body. Like for saunas,

Acqua Blu has a wide range of steam baths available,

for all space and confluence requirements; all models

have steam-quantity and steam-temperature setting

and control.

STEAM GENERATOR

The steam bath can also be a brickwork cabin equipped

with an Acqua Blu steam generator. If you follow the

instructions and specifications you will easily obtain

a pleasant, functional and safe place.
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BRICKWORK TURKISH HAMMAM

Acqua Blu designs and builds brickwork Turkish

Hammam covered with mosaic work, which can be

customized at buyer’s will, with logos designed and

built in the mosaic work. Like sauna, also Turkish

Hammam can be equipped with fibre optics

chromotherapy, steam generators with remote control

(up to 100 metres) and also showers, sinks, spurts

and automatic dispensers for essences.

PREFABRICATED TURKISH HAMMAM

Fibreglass prefabricated structures with self-bearing

base complete the Acqua Blu range of Turkish

Hammam. This range includes standard-size models

and modular models in order to face various

requirements and space limitations.  Furthermore,

there is a wide range of accessories for saunas and

Turkish Hammam as well as many essences and

cosmetics for beauty care.

ROMAN THERMAE

Still today, like two thousand years ago, the Roman

Thermae are a health oasis. Materials and equipments

have changed but their beneficial and healthy effects

are always the same. The Roman Thermae are

composed of various rooms with different temperatures:

they start with the dry and hot Laconicum (sauna) at

about 75/80°. Than there is the Caldarium, for steam

bath and hot water bath; than the Tepidarium, a room

with warm temperature to let body slowly go back to

room temperature, avoiding harmful consequences

of sharp passing from very hot Calidarium temperature

to cold Frigidarium temperature. Frigidarium is the

last step, it has cold temperature and pools with cold

water where to bathe for a few seconds. The Roman

Thermae also have relax areas which were in the past

and still are a place of delight and contact.

TURKISH HAMMAM
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SHOWERS & KNEIPP
A simple and daily act from an almost centennial

story is due to Sebastian Kneipp who foresaw the

benefits achieved in one’s body by using waters

at different temperatures.

EMOTIONALS SHOWERS

To let oneself stroke by water it becomes a beneficial

experience, a small wellness path which offers various

functions thanks to different combinations of water

jets and lights.

Scottish shower It is a 360° vertical shower stall

where users stand and receive hot and cold water

sprays.

Aromatic shower It is a shower with essence-

chromotherapy with white and orange lights; water

has a temperature of about 36°.

Cold fog Cold water is atomized through special

nozzles, creating a cold fog which is received by users

for a few minutes.
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KNEIPP ROTATION

It is a water trail where feet are dipped into water up

over the ankles. It is usually formed of four small tubs

with different and interchanged water temperatures.

ICE FALL

It used as a reaction to warm watery or steamy baths

in order to stimulate and improve body circulation.

SHOWERS & KNEIPP
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SAUNAS
Acqua Blu has a wide range of saunas with different

dimensions and shapes, from small single-seater saunas

to big saunas for sports centres and gyms; all of them

feature the same functionality and high-quality materials.

Acqua Blu saunas are built with valuable Nordic

spruce. There are classic models fully closed as well

as modern models with wide glass doors and

accessories. All models can be equipped with

chromotherapy (with fluorescent lamp or with fibre

optics) with different light effects such as a starred

sky.

CUSTOMIZED SAUNAS

Acqua Blu designs and builds customized saunas, too.

Their experts will recommend the right positioning

of a sauna inside a house or a centre.

HEATERS

Acqua Blu saunas are all equipped with original

Finnish heaters which perform long-lasting, safety,

quick heating and total control with electric or electronic

control panel. These heaters are supplied also for

equipping existing saunas or self-built saunas.

RED INFRARED SAUNAS

The heat radiated inside it fakes a thermal beach-like

feel.  They allow a deep body heating by using the

most comforting environmental temperatures around

45/60 centigrades.  There is a real operative costs

reduction among their advantages as they are so fast

in heating by using a lower energy.
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SAUNAS
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WELLNESS CENTRES
Acqua Blu designs and builds wellness centres in

general and areas for hydrotherapy in all its aspects

in particular. Acqua Blu technical department has

designed and built various centres in Italy and abroad

with the most modern technologies applied to water

treatments (pools and phlebology trails, water massage

pools and pools for thermo-thalassotherapy, saunas

and Turkish Hammam), cooperating with the main

centres and hotels of this field.

Since thousands of years, sea water is considered a

precious ally for human beauty and wellness. Thanks

to its saline contents and to the presence of organic

biogenic substances, sea water has always been an

unlimited source of advantages for the whole human

body. In particular, the term “thalassotherapy” means

using the sea components (water, climate, atmosphere,

sand, lime and seaweeds) for preventive and

rehabilitative purposes. Thanks to its density, sea

water allows to perform a series of physical activities

in an easier, more intense and non-traumatic way. A

correct thalassotherapy cycle must include a series of

treatments well integrated among them which must

cover the following areas: detoxification, nutrition,

rehabilitating activity and psycho-physical balance.

The Acqua Blu technical staff is able to give advice,

design and build even turnkey centres, fitted with all

the equipments available.
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WELLNESS CENTRES
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WELLNESS POOLS

Wellness centresMen are always focused on Water,

due to the advantages it brings. Water is the origin of

everything. Water activities in particular have always

been of interest because of their possible therapeutic

purposes, both due to the biological characteristic

typical of water and to the kinesiological aspects it is

able to develop.

Water causes various reactions on human body,

depending on use conditions and temperatures.  For

instance, cold water reduces inflammations and

congestions because it contracts the blood vessels;

while hot water reduces muscular tension, increases

sweating and speeds up blood circulation because it

dilates the blood vessels.

Swimming itself, also, is a valid help and a completion

exercise for muscular reinforcement, movement and

functional abilities; furthermore, it is a therapeutic and

recreational element for children in particular. The

normal swimming activity in small pools (smaller than

the ones usually conceived for complete swimming

activity) can be simulated by using the proper

equipment for “upstream swimming” which generates

a jet of air and/or water with variable pressure which

opposes the motive force generated by the bather

swimming movement.

Acqua blu pools are the result of a continuous evolution

of studies, design and experiences of three professional

figures perfectly communicating among them and

working together with the aim of supplying a very

special product, controlled in any detail:

• a doctor with physiatrists specialty;

• an architect with expertise in building and functional

characteristics of swimming equipments at any

level;

• an expert in swimming equipment able to face all

peculiarities and needs of therapeutic pools.
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WELLNESS POOLS

EQUIPPED POOLS

Design is focused on creating an area scientifically

well-constructed for wellness motor activity in water.

The “pool” materializes in a trail with stages for water

exercises and stages for relaxing aims, for psycho-

physical wellness and for real hydrotherapy, on the

basis of a precise and tested working method.

Here are some examples of stages (or stations) which

can articulate a hydrotherapic trail:

• Walking on a sloping surface on round stones with

a light water massage coming from the bottom;

• Water jets from the top;

• Laid body, made lighter with water coming from

the bottom;

• Source for local care and massage with side jets;

• Energy source with jets from the bottom;

• Whirlpool tub;

• “Omega-anchorage” area to receive massages and

perform water gym techniques;

• Waterfall bath;

• Water massage;

• Geyser;

• Swan jets;

• Mushroom waterfalls;

• Water-blade falls;

• Chaise-longue for air massage;

• River trails.
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The pool is a basic element for gardens; water and

gardens together have a very old tradition: from the

Hanging Gardens of Babylon to the gardens of the

Ancient Egypt, up to the gardens of Ancient Rome.

The pool is also a recreational and attractive element

in holiday villages, water has always been a basic

element of holidays and relax.

Pool means health in terms of swimming and water

sports in general, as well as hydrokinesitherapy and

thalassotherapy.

Nevertheless, pools in Italy are still quite unpopular

and they are often built adapting other various

construction technologies, to the detriment of quality

and specificity of pools.

Pools
Acqua Blu has a team thinking, drawing, designing

and building pools; they have been working together

on pools for more than twenty years and they have

developed the specific building technologies for this

very particular construction field.

The common decisive element for all Acqua Blu

proposals is quality of any single component, expressly

conceived and designed for its special function inside

the pool structure.



Pools

HOME

TOURISM

SPORTS

THERAPEUTIC
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HOME
To design a home pool does not only mean to invent

an entertainment area in the garden of your countryside

or seaside house, it also means to create and highlight

an architectural area of your garden. The shape of the

pool becomes the character which moves and organizes

the space all around it.

The choice of materials can reflect the house building

typology, that of the fences, of the drive or of the

retaining walls. The right evaluation of the area around

it gives to the pool the right location, making it integral

part of that area and highlighting the house qualities,

both in terms of aesthetic and for prestige and financial

estate value.

Acqua Blu offers its partnership to illustrate, advice

and help in choosing and designing the pool and

garden areas, strictly respecting the set budget.

For designing, both traditional drawing techniques

and computerized photorealistic rendering techniques

are used, in order to better illustrate the proposed

result.

The technological procedures are easy and quick

thanks to a good construction-site organization, to

accurate and specific drawings, to frequent experts

inspections.

Quality of materials and components, care during

fitting, drafting of simple and clear even if complete

manuals and a programme of recurring maintenance

will assure a long-lasting, peaceful and pleasant relaxing

time.
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HOME
Pool can become a home and garden’s hub around which

an absolute surrounding made by rest, entertaining and

elegant architecture can be created and the same ones

will appear as to boost a building’s harmony and aesthetics.
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HOME
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HOME
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TOURISM
In the field of tourism, where each investment is

directed to the final clients and has the aim to improve

profitability, the right balance among fair prices,

functionality and a wise context must be carefully

searched, with the aid of designers and technicians

who are expert in this field.

Choice of materials and care for installation assure a

high-quality final result and will permit to economize

on management costs. Indeed, a very important aspect

of these activities is management and maintenance

costs, which can even influence their success or failure.

The Acqua Blu laboratory constantly performs tests

and analysis on materials, in order to guarantee total

quality of their productions.

Each pool is certified and guaranteed in all its

components for 10 years.
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TOURISM
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TOURISM
In tourism field, one of the most remarkable pools is

the one built inside the holiday village “Stella di Mare”

in El Sukhna - Egypt, one of the biggest in the world.

It surface is 4000 square metres and its volume is 3000

cubic metres. The purification plant is composed of

five filters with a diameter of 2300mm and six pumps,

each with a capacity of 150 cubic metres per hour.

In year 2005 Acqua Blu has been appointed

as official supplier of prestigious CLUB MED

and has built the new swimming and

recreational pool at “CLUB MEDITERRANEE”

in Otranto – Lecce, Italy.
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SPORTS
Economical management of sports centres is balanced

when prices are properly contained and strong

attractiveness of the equipment is offered, because

only high attendance can guarantee high earning.

Therefore, functionality, easy technical management,

modernity and attraction are the aspects which must

be particularly cared for, with the help of designers

and technicians who are experts of this field. Water

in a sports centre must meet certain chemical, physical

and microbiological requirements and must respect

the hygienic regulations in force.

All this means reliable and efficient equipments, those

for chemical products dosage in particular because of

the impact they can have on filtration system. The

economical engagement required for the management

of a sports centre very often restrains the enthusiasm

of those who want to start an activity in this field.

Acqua Blu is particularly focused on this aspect and

is a valid consultant for the companies, entrepreneurs

or building contractors who want to approach the

world of swimming, proposing new structures or

restoring existing ones. The Acqua Blu  technical

department is at your disposal for proposing solutions

for any different requirement, strictly respecting the

budgets assessed with the purchaser.
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THERAPEUTIC Pools
The Acqua Blu therapeutic pools, with contained

prices and, most of all, without building works, offer

various water features; they are of great interest for

physical therapy centres, wellness centres, sports

medicine centres and sports centres in general. The

Acqua Blu technical department has designed and

built a particular pool for rehabilitation with physical

therapy, with high-quality materials and components;

it is suitable to perform various activities in the same

tub.

Activities in water:

• Recovery from traumas through physical therapy in

water

• Rehabilitation therapies and motor rehabilitation

• Exercises in “weightlessness” conditions for people

with motor disabilities

• Water activities for children

• Upstream swimming

• Aerobics in water and aquarobics

• Thalassotherapy

• Loss of weight in water

The prefabricated Acqua Blu pools can be built above

the ground because they have a self-bearing structure,

therefore they can be placed on existing floors. Their

modular structure is very strong and long-lasting; it

is made of aluminium panels joint one to the other

with a perimeter finishing made of high-density

laminate. The wall elements are available in different

heights (H=1.05/1.10/1.15/1.50), the tub is completed

with a side walking profile which dimensions are

defined on the basis of the place of installation.

The structure is finished with a hydraulic lifting system

and an inside perimeter handrail made of stainless

steel. The inside coating is a PVC membrane which,

together with the special filtration system made of

replaceable filtering bodies, guarantees all the necessary

hygienic characteristics for this kind of systems. All

the parts of the tub are made of selected materials

(stainless steel, PVC, laminates) easily cleaned and

sanitized.



AcquaBlu
Acqua Blu was born in 1995 from the will of two

architects with various experiences in the field of

water treatment and sport-centres design. The first

years of activity are mainly focused on interventions

on household pools.

In year 1998 start interventions on public swimming

pools and in year 1999 the Acqua Blu plant is moved

into a larger building, suitable for staff and tooling

increasing. In year 1999 an overseas job order for the

building of a 4000mq swimming pool in a holiday

village is the beginning of a growing activity in tourism

and wellbeing fields.

Going on with its activity in this field, the Acqua Blu

company has specialized in wellness systems and has

experienced research, tests and cooperation with

companies leading in the production of specialty

technologies.

The productions most featuring the company present-

day activity were born after this  experience. They

are design and building of wellness centres and centres

for seawater therapies.
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In these special fields, the company is presently able

to  carry out all special systems as well as supply and

fit swimming pools, saunas, Turkish Hammam,

treatment-pools, revitalizing showers, systems for

chromotherapy, pools for vascular therapy and all

what needed for the treatments presently used.

Their activity with private clients goes on successfully

as well: building and maintenance of every kind of

“household” pools with a modern and efficient technical

organization as well as “home wellness” activity offering

saunas, Turkish Hammam, “Jacuzzi” water massage

pools and all the tooling necessary for body care.

The Acqua Blu staff features experience as well as

great passion for their job, innovation and research

for always new and more efficient solutions.

The fitting of the Acqua Blu products is always

performed by their staff and never committed to any

other craftsmen or subcontractors, in order to give

their.

AcquaBlu
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AcquaBlu

We wish to thank all people who have trusted us

since the beginning.

To everybody who has helped us to carry out a “job”

which is our skills and values expression of our

enthusiasm in creating.

To everyone who has been able to picture oneself an

idea of beauty by simply looking at one of our pencil

drafts.

To all ones who have helped us to release a book

speaking about us.

To you all a huge thanks.

Roberto Francios e Mario Fillia
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